
WHO AM I 

 

"WHO AM I", is but a small fraction of MY  

"TRUE ESSENCE". 

It is simply the vehicle that "I" use to express MYSELF in this 

incarnation. 

It merely makes visible "MY" physical identity.  

Allowing "ME" to see "MYSELF" and be seen by others  

as something or someone different than the rest. 

WHO AM I 

"I AM" the epitome of consciousness yet, 

 "I" will not be discovered in your mind. 

"I AM" the all of that which could be comprehended yet,  

the sum of that which is always misunderstood. 

"I" exist in all things, therefore,  

"I" possess everything and yet,  

"I AM" nothing, (No-Thing) at all. 

WHO AM I 

MY truth is divine.  

MY laws are universal.  

MY word is a command, I speak and it "BECOMES"!  

MY cause is to create and MY creations are always PERFECT! 

(for who is there to say otherwise?) 

WHO AM I 

"I AM" the observer that sees all but never judges. (For it is only I- that 

I witness) 

"I AM" the mover of all things yet, "I AM" incapable of being moved. 

(For there is no place that "I" am not, "I" occupy all space.) 

"I AM" the builder that builds and then destroys,  

(assuring that the NEW is never hindered by the OLD) 

WHO AM I 

MY will is MY power and it is always just. 

MY justice is influential but it is never without choice. 

MY choices produce change but it is never without consequence. 



WHO AM I 

MY objectives is balance and MY purpose is always love 

(unconditional)! 

"I AM" the giver that gives expecting nothing in return  

and the taker that taketh away with no regrets.  

(Because there must always be room for "ME" to give again.) 

"I AM" the courage that motivates you to fear no danger  

and the fear that warns you that danger is present 

WHO AM I 

"I AM" the life force that resides in all that lives. 

The illusion of death as life transforms. 

And the substance of change as life transcends. 

WHO AM I  

In essence, "I Am" the evidence of raw energy, with unlimited 

and infinite potential! 

Quite literally, "I" can be whoever "I" choose to be at any given time. 

And yet, subsequently, Who "I AM" is only a reflection of "What I 

Am!" 

Therefore, "What I am" shall forever pose as the greater question,  

for only it entails the grander aspects of MY 

TRUE SELF  

Soooooo... 

"What ----Am---- I"? 

"I AM" and "I" will always "BE"... 

MYSTERIOUSLY ABSOLUTE! 
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